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In-Situ Growth and Characterization of Highly Textured
La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 Films on LaAlO3(100) Substrates**

By Roberta G. Toro,* Graziella Malandrino,* Laura M.S. Perdicaro, Davide M.R. Fiorito, Antonello Andreone,

Gianrico Lamura, and Ignazio L. Fragalà

La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 (LSMO) films are grown on LaAlO3(100) substrates through metal-organic (MO)CVD using ‘‘second

generation’’ precursors of Sr, La, and Mn. An in-situ novel MOCVD strategy is adopted which involves the use of two

different molten mixtures consisting of the La(hfa)3�diglyme and Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme adducts as La and Sr sources,

respectively, and Mn(hfa)2�tmeda or Mn(tmhd)3 as Mn precursor [Hhfa¼ 1,1,1,5,5,5-hexafluoro-2,4-pentanedione, digly-

me¼ bis(2-methoxyethyl)ether, tetraglyme¼ 2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxapentadecane, tmeda¼N,N,N0,N0-tetramethylethylendia-

mine and H-tmhd¼ 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptandione]. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns show that the films are

c-axis oriented. Pole figures are applied as a simple non-invasive tool to assess the textural nature of these LSMO films.

The morphology is investigated using the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) that reveal

the presence of grains, 300 nm average dimensions, and a root mean square (rms) surface roughness of 21 nm. Chemical

composition through energy-dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis indicates that the films possess a stoichiometry of about 0.9:0.1:1

ratio, while X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) depth profiles are used to assess the vertical compositional homogeneity.

The ferromagnetic/paramagnetic and metallic/insulating transition temperatures are determined by standard four-contact

resistivity versus temperature measurements.
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1. Introduction

Recently, the strontium-doped lanthanum manganite

materials, La1-xSrxMnO3, have been the subject of extensive

studies because of their intriguing electrical and magnetic

properties which render them potential candidates for

many practical applications. Considering the chemical

stability, thermal expansion match, and electrical conduc-

tivity, for example, La1�xSrxMnO3 is the most commonly

used electrode material in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs).[1]

In this context, much of the experimental work has focused

on polycrystalline compounds to be used as cathodes in

SOFCs.

In addition, another very interesting property of these

doped manganite perovskite materials is the colossal

magneto-resistance (CMR) phenomenon around the
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ferromagnetic transition temperature (TC), which consists

of the dramatic decrease of their resistance (negative

magneto-resistance) when an external magnetic field is

applied. For this reason the manganite films have been

proposed as active components in non-volatile magnetic

random access memory,[2] magneto-resistive read-head,[3]

and semiconductor field effect transistors.[4] This particular

behavior was earlier explained by the theory of double

exchange (DE),[5] for which the Mn ions can exchange their

valence by simultaneous jump of the eg electrons ofMn3þ on

the empty eg orbital of Mn4þ through the O p-orbital.

Moreover, in the presence of an external magnetic field,

adjacentMn ions have their spins perfectly aligned. This new

situation allows an easier electron transfer from one Mn ion

to another, causing a net decrease of resistance.[6] It has also

been shown that small alterations in the perovskite unit cell,

such as Mn-O bond length d or Mn-O-Mn bond angle u,

induce dramatic effects in the physical properties of the bulk

material. Epitaxial strain, due to the lattice mismatch

between the film and the substrate, is expected to play an

important role in determining magnetic and electrical

properties such as the temperature and field behavior of

the resistivity, the ferromagnetic transition temperature Tc,

and the metallic/insulating transition temperature TP.
[7,8]

Since most of the technological applications require the

synthesis of high-quality epitaxial La1�xSrxMnO3 thin

films,[9] the study of their structural properties as a function
bH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim 143
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Fig. 1. Atmospheric pressure TG vaporization rate data of adducts La(h-

fa)3�diglyme, Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme, Mn(hfa)2�tmeda, and Mn(tmhd)3 as a

function of inverse temperature.
of the synthetic procedure is of crucial interest from both

fundamental and applicative points of view.

At the same time developing a ‘‘user friendly’’ and low-

cost route to this material in the form of thin film represents

a challenging goal. In fact, the ability to produce high-quality

La1�xSrxMnO3 thin films deposited through an industrially

transferable and scalable methodology is necessary for

introducing La1�xSrxMnO3 into electronic and magnetic

devices. MOCVD has the potential advantage of being a

very reliable and reproducible method for the fast

production of films with a high degree of uniformity in

both thickness and composition over large areas.[10]

Conventional MOCVD processes have already been tested

as a synthetic route to the fabrication of La1-xSrxMnO3 films

showing very great magneto-resistance properties.[11–13]

Nevertheless, a synthetic approach able to selectively

deposit films with a defined stoichiometry is crucial since

the CMR effect is strictly related to the Sr doping amount. In

particular, La0.9Sr0.1MnO3 films have not to date been

deposited by MOCVD, and at the same time it has been

reported that LMSO films show, under particular condi-

tions, a metallic to insulating transition at higher than room

temperatures.[14] In addition, a well-defined stoichiometry is

also a crucial issue for applications of LSMO as the cathode

in thin films SOFCs. In regard to deposition rates and film

porosity, other important issues for potential SOFC

applications, MOCVD represents one of the most promising

routes to the deposition of films for intermediate tempera-

ture micro SOFCs. In this context, physical vapor deposition

(PVD) techniques may present drawbacks associated with

low deposition rates, in some cases, and/or difficulty in

controlling the film porosity. On the other hand, chemical

approaches such as solution routes may present difficulties

in controlling accurately, in a reproducible manner, the

stoichiometry of complex oxides.

In this paper, we report on a very simple, low-cost strategy

for the deposition of LSMO c-axis oriented films on

LaAlO3(100) substrates through an in-situ MOCVD

process. The aim of this study is to develop a new synthetic

strategy using a multi-component source approach, which

may be used as a simple route to the fabrication of layers to

be used as cathodes in SOFCs. Two different La-Sr-Mn

precursor sources have been applied that consist of the

La(hfa)3�diglyme and Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme precursors in

mixture with the Mn(tmhd)3 b-diketonate or alternatively

with the Mn(hfa)2�tmeda adduct [H-hfa¼ 1,1,1,5,5,5-

hexafluoro-2,4-pentandione; H-tmhd¼ 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-

3,5-heptandione, diglyme¼CH3O(CH2CH2O)2CH3);

tetraglyme¼ 2,5,8,11,14-pentaoxapentadecane; tmeda¼
N,N,N0,N0-tetramethylethylendiamine]. Both multi-element

mixtures have been used to deposit LSMO thin films on

LaAlO3(100) substrates. In particular, the relationship

among structural characteristics/compositional homogene-

ity and the applied multicomponent mixture has been

investigated and discussed. Morphological properties of thin

films have been investigated through SEM and AFM.
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Structural information and the lattice parameters have been

determined using XRD, while the composition has been

analyzed through EDX. Resistivity has been measured by

the standard four-probe method revealing transport and

magnetic properties better than those of the bulk samples.

Finally, the present approach has been adopted to deposit

LSMO films on yttria stabilized zirconia (YSZ) pellets.
2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Thermal Analysis of the Precursor Mixtures

The present MOCVD process relies upon a novel

approach based on the use of multi-component ‘‘single’’

sources. A similar approach has been successfully applied

for a large variety of thin film materials ranging from

LaAlO3,
[15] La2�xBaxOCuO4þd,

[16] BaCaCuOFmatrices for

Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox films,[17] YBa2Cu3O7�d
[18] and CaCu3-

Ti4O12
[19] films.

The second generation Mn(hfa)2�tmeda precursor is

stable in air and shows a lowmelting temperature (69–73 8C)
that renders the precursor a liquid source with constant

surface area and vapor pressure at operating temperatures.

Details of synthetic procedure, X-ray single-crystal struc-

ture, and complete physico-chemical characterization have

been reported elsewhere.[20]

The thermogravimetric (TG) profiles of Mn(hfa)2�tmeda

and Mn(tmhd)3 show a single step, that may be associated

with vaporization without any decomposition process.

Trends of TG atmospheric pressure vaporization rates

vs. temperature of Mn(hfa)2�tmeda and Mn(tmhd)3 com-

plexes are compared to those of La(hfa)3�diglyme and

Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme (Fig. 1). It becomes evident that the

molten Mn(hfa)2�tmeda adduct is much more volatile than

the ‘‘first generation’’ Mn(tmhd)3 solid complex. All the
Co. KGaA, Weinheim Chem. Vap. Deposition 2010, 16, 143–150
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Scheme 1. The La-Sr-Mn precursor mixtures involved in the MOCVD process.
complexes show a linear behavior of the vaporization rate, a

clear indication that no secondary phenomena, such as

decomposition, accompany the evaporation process.

The Mn(hfa)2�tmeda and Mn(tmhd)3 precursors have

been applied as Mn sources in two different mixtures

(Scheme 1). In particular, the La(hfa)3�diglyme,

Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme, and Mn(hfa)2�tmeda (mixture 1) are

mixed in a stoichiometric 0.37:0.07:0.17 mole ratio thus

yielding a molten source of La, Sr, andMn. In the case of the

La(hfa)3�diglyme, Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme, and Mn(tmhd)3
(mixture 2) the ratio used is 0.75:0.20:0.50. In both cases,

La(hfa)3�diglyme acts as a solvent for the Sr and Mn

precursors, as previously reported for the case of LaAlO3

film growth.[15,16]

Evaporation from the molten sources has been achieved

at a constant temperature of 110 8C and 130 8C for mixtures

1 and 2, respectively. The use of fluorinated sources, i.e., the

presence of fluorine in the Sr, Mn, and La architectural

frameworks, has required an accurate optimization of

MOCVD parameters and the use of water vapor-saturated

oxygen flow to obtain fluorine-free films (vide infra).
Fig. 2. XRD pattern of a polycrystalline La1�xSrxMnO3 film deposited at

850 8C from mixture 1.
2.2. MOCVD LSMO Films From Mixtures 1 and 2

LSMO films have been deposited from a molten multi-

component precursor source on LaAlO3(100) substrates at

deposition temperatures ranging from 750 to 1000 8C.
LSMO has a distorted perovskite-like structure with an

orthorhombic Pbnm symmetry having lattice parameters at

room temperature of a¼ 0.5547 nm, b¼ 0.5560 nm, and

c¼ 0.7736 nm.[21] On the other hand, LSMO grown on

LaAlO3 substrates can be considered as a pseudocubic

structure the lattice parameters of which are ac¼ a/H2,

bc¼ b/H2, and cc¼ c/2.[21] Note that the LaAlO3 substrate

also has a perovskite structure, the unit cell of which can be

described as pseudocubic (lattice constant a¼ 0.379 nm),

even though the system has a 0.2% rhombohedral (r)

distortion. Thus, the pseudocubic indexing will be used, in

the following, for both systems. In this context, the LaAlO3
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substrate lattice parameter is only 0.014 nm smaller than ac
for LSMO and, therefore, it represents a suitable substrate

for film growth. The MgO substrates have been used to

accurately determine the film composition, avoiding the

contribution of La deriving from the substrate.

The nature of fabricated LSMO has been investigated by

XRD. The XRD studies performed on films deposited at

lower temperatures from mixture 1, i.e., below 900 8C, point
to the formation of strontium fluoride, SrF2, together with

the formation of the LSMO polycrystalline phase. In fact,

the XRD pattern of a sample deposited at 850 8C (Fig. 2)

shows the presence of peaks related to the LSMO phase in

addition to the peaks at 2u¼ 26.38, 30.38, 43.98, 52.018
associated with the SrF2 111, 200, 220, and 311 reflections,

respectively.

Deposition temperatures higher than 900 8C provide films

consisting of a pure LSMO phase, and no peaks of fluoride

phases are observed in the pattern. A typical XRD u-2u scan

of a film deposited at 1000 8C (Fig. 3a) shows only two
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.cvd-journal.de 145
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Fig. 3. a) XRD pattern of a c-axis oriented La0.93Sr0.13MnO3 film deposited at

1000 8C from mixture 1. b) Rocking curve of the 002 reflection.

Fig. 4. The 011 (2u¼ 32.318) pole figure of the La0.93Sr0.13MnO3 film depos-

ited at 1000 8C on LaAlO3(001) from mixture 1.
reflection peaks at 2u¼ 22.958 and 2u¼ 46.908 correspond-

ing, respectively, to the 001 and 002 reflections of the LSMO

phase, in addition to the 001 and 002 reflections of the

LaAlO3 substrate. The unique presence of the (00‘)

reflections clearly indicates that LSMO films are preferen-

tially c-axis-oriented with respect to the substrate. In fact the

d values of the LSMO phase are compatible with a c-axis

growth since the lattice parameter, determined considering

the position of the 00‘ peaks, is 0.3871� 0.0004 nm. This

value agrees quite well with the cc axis constant of the

pseudocubic cell (cc¼ 0.3868 nm). Note that the ac and bc
lattice constant values are 0.3922 and 0.3931 nm, respec-

tively. The absence of any other peaks in the pattern

confirms that no other detectable phases are formed when

films are deposited at higher temperatures. To confirm the

out-of-plane alignment the rocking curve of the 002

reflection has been measured and is reported in
146 www.cvd-journal.de � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
Figure 3b. The rocking curve shows a full width at half

maximum (FWHM) value of 0.198, which indicates a low

dispersion of grains, i.e., grains have a good out-of-plane

alignment.

The in-plane alignment has been studied by recording

pole figures of the oriented films. Four poles are observed at

C¼ 458 every 908 of w (Fig. 4) for the 011 pole, as expected

for a pseudocubic symmetry. This is indicative of a good in-

plane alignment of grains vs. the substrate.

There is, therefore, indication from XRD measurements,

that (00‘)-textured LSMO films have been grown on

LaAlO3(001) with a typical cube-on-cube growth, involving

one LSMO unit cell matching one LaAlO3(100) unit cell.

Their epitaxial relationships can be summarized as follows:

(001)LaAlO3jj(001)LSMO h100iLaAlO3jjh100iLSMO.

Quite similar structural data have been obtained for LSMO

samples deposited from mixture 2.

The surface morphology of LSMO films has been imaged

by SEM. The in-situ-grown LSMO films (mixture 1) have

smooth and homogeneous surfaces (Fig. 5a) with cube-like

grains. The grain dimensions are determined to be about

300 nm. A SEM image of the cross-section (Fig. 5b) shows

that films possess a typical columnar growth. The thickness

of these films is about 2mm. The surface roughness of films

has been investigated using AFM (Fig. 6). The rms

roughness of the film surface measured on a 3.0mm� 3.0mm

m area is 21 nm. LSMO films grown from mixture 2 have a

similar morphology with well-defined cubic grains having an

average dimension of about 200 nm (Fig. 5c).

The film composition has been determined by EDX. The

quantitative EDX analyses of LSMO films deposited at

1000 8C from both mixtures have been carried out on

samples deposited on MgO, due to the overlap of the La

signals coming from the film and the substrate.
Co. KGaA, Weinheim Chem. Vap. Deposition 2010, 16, 143–150
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Fig. 5. SEM images of a) the LSMO film surface (mixture 1), and b) the film

cross-section. c) SEM image of the LSMO film grown from mixture 2.
The analyses carried out on several selected areas

indicate that the La/Sr/Mn ratio of the film is

0.93� 0.04:0.13� 0.03:1.00� 0.05 over the whole

10mm� 10mm surface. The La L lines are spread in the

4.500–5.850 keV range, the Sr L andOKa peaks are found at

1.800–1.900 and 0.520 keV, respectively, while the Mn Ka,

Kb and L peaks are observed at 5.887, 6.496 and 0.637 keV,

respectively (Fig. 7). The substrate peak is found at
Chem. Vap. Deposition 2010, 16, 143–150 � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag G
1.253 keV (Mg Ka). In addition, EDX data rule out

the presence of contaminant elements such as C or F.

Similar data have been obtained for LSMO films

deposited from mixture 2. The observed difference between

thin film stoichiometry and the stoichiometry of the

precursor mixture may be more likely to be related to the

vaporization step than to different deposition behaviors

of the precursors.

The resistance vs. temperature plot for a LSMO film

deposited from mixture 1 on the LaAlO3 substrate at

1000 8C is shown in Figure 8. Two different directions for

the excitation current have been probed revealing the

same general temperature behavior but different high

temperature resistivity values. The resistivity is metallic

below its corresponding TP and it is insulating above TP. The

ferromagnetic to paramagnetic (FP) transition temperature

TC (Curie temperature) and the metallic to insulating (MI)

transition have been evaluated by taking the inflection point

and the maximum of the r(T) curve, respectively.

TC¼ 269K (�1%), TP¼ 287K (�1%) and TC¼ 260K

(�1%), TP¼ 280K (�1%) have been obtained for the

two directions. The magneto-resistance properties have

been extensively studied for LSMOfilms, but it is interesting

to note that present values of TP and TC are higher than

those reported for La1�xSrxMnO3 single crystals with similar

doping levels (TP¼ 145K for x¼ 0.1 and TP¼ 238K for

x¼ 0.15).[14,22] In addition, they compare well with TP values

observed for thin films grown by pulsed laser ablation,

molecular beam epitaxy, and sputtering on different

substrates.[23] The slightly different values both in terms

of transport and magnetic properties may be due to the

compositional gradient and/or to the presence of grain

boundaries.

To this aim, i.e., to assess the vertical homogeneity of the

two types of samples, XPS depth profile analyses were

carried out on LSMO samples deposited onMgO substrates.

The XPS analyses confirm the absence of any contaminants

through the deposited layers. The XPS profile of the LSMO

sample deposited from mixture 1 (Fig. 9a) shows a non-

homogeneous distribution of La and Mn along the film

thickness. These results may be explained considering that

the La(hfa)3�diglyme/Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme/Mn(hfa)2�tmeda

mixture does not permit control of the different sublimation

rates of the three precursors, and causes the variation of

chemical composition along the film thickness. In fact, the

Mn precursor is more volatile thus it is likely that, at the

beginning of the deposition, source vapors are richer in Mn.

During the film growth, the source vapors become

progressively poorer in Mn precursor, thus the LSMO films

show a chemical gradient from the interface toward the

surface.

On the other hand, note that the XPS results for the

sample deposited from mixture 2 (Fig. 9b) confirm that

the La/Sr/Mn/O atomic ratios remain constant along the

entire film thickness. These data indicate that the use of

the La(hfa)3�diglyme/Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme/Mn(tmhd)3 mix-
mbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim www.cvd-journal.de 147
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Fig. 6. AFM image of the LSMO film deposited from mixture 1 at 1000 8C on LaAlO3(001).

Fig. 7. EDX spectrum of a LSMO film deposited on MgO substrate from

mixture 1.

Fig. 8. Normalized resistivity of the La0.93Sr0.13MnO3 film deposited from

mixture 1 on LaAlO3(001) substrate at 1000 8C as a function of the tempera-

ture. Two different run data (the continuous and dashed lines) were taken by

injecting the current following directions 1 and 2 respectively as represented

in the inset.

Fig. 9. XPS depth profiles of films deposited on MgO substrates: a) LSMO

sample obtained from mixture 1 and b) from mixture 2.
ture allows a more precise control of the vaporization rates

of all the elements, thus avoiding the formation of a

chemical gradient through the film thickness. Since mixture

2 is proven to produce homogeneous films on single crystal
148 www.cvd-journal.de � 2010 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH &
substrates, it has been applied to the deposition of the

LSMO films on pellets of YSZ, to date the most used

electrolyte in SOFCs. The XRD pattern of the film

deposited from mixture 2, using the same conditions above

reported for the deposition on single crystal substrates,

shows the presence of all the reflections of the LSMO phase

(ICDD N847-444) (Fig. 10).
Co. KGaA, Weinheim Chem. Vap. Deposition 2010, 16, 143–150
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Fig. 10. XRD pattern of a polycrystalline LSMO film deposited from mixture

2 on the YSZ pellet (see inset).
3. Conclusions

In summary, the in-situ MOCVD growth of LSMO films

using a molten, multimetal source has been achieved. It has

been demonstrated that LSMO thin films can be grown using

two different Mn precursors, namely Mn(hfa)2�tmeda or

Mn(tmhd)3, in mixtures with the La and Sr sources, thus

obtaining two different La-Sr-Mn precursor mixtures. The

novelty of the present study relies upon the use of a molten

precursor mixture approach that represents an interesting

and convenient alternative to the adoption of different

sources for each component since, of course, this would

require the control of different parameters (gas flows and

sublimation temperatures) for each source. The in-situ

deposited LSMO(001) films on LaAlO3(001) substrates are

of high quality as demonstrated by their in-plane and out-of-

plane alignments investigated using XRD measurements. It

has been shown that the Mn(tmhd)3/La(hfa)3�diglyme/

Sr(hfa)2�tetraglyme mixture produces films with better

vertical compositional homogeneity of the deposited layer.

Present data indicate that this approach has the advantage of

being a very simple method for the easy production of

lanthanum manganites on large areas.

Finally, the values of FP and MI transition temperatures

confirm that the reported MOCVD route represents a

promising approach to the fabrication of high-quality LSMO

films.
4. Experimental

Precursors and Characterization: The La(hfa)3�diglyme, Sr(hfa)2�
tetraglyme, and Mn(hfa)2�tmeda were synthesized as described
elsewhere [20,24]. Mn(tmhd)3 complex was purchased from Strem Chemicals
and used without further purification. TG measurements were made using a
Mettler Toledo TGA/SDTA 851e. Analyses were made under pre-purified
nitrogen using a 5 8Cmin�1 heating rate. Temperature was measured with an
accuracy of �0.1 8C.
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MOCVD of La1�xSrxMnO3: Thin film depositions were performed in a
horizontal, low-pressure, hot-wall MOCVD reactor. Precursormixtures 1 and
2 were heated at 110 -C and 130 -C, respectively, which represent suitable
temperatures for the efficient vaporization without thermal degradation for
the two mixtures. Argon was used as a carrier gas (flow¼ 200 sccm), while the
reactant gas (oxygen/water vapor mixture, flow¼ 900 sccm) was introduced
into the main flow in the vicinity of the reaction zone. In order to introduce
H2O vapors into the reaction atmosphere, oxygen was bubbled through a
distilled water reservoir kept at room temperature. The gas flows were
controlled by mass flowmeters and the total pressure was held at 12.0 Torr
(background pressure¼ 0.10Torr). In each case the deposition time was
120min and the mass of weighed precursor was 450mg. (100)LaAlO3 and
(100)MgO substrates were used. Depositions were carried out in the range
750–1000 -C.

Film Characterization: Film atomic composition was determined by
EDX analysis, using an Oxford solid state detector, and XPS analysis, using a
Phi ESCA/SAM 5600 Multy technique spectrometer. A standard Al Ka

radiation source (hn¼ 1486.0 eV) was used. Depth profiles were obtained by
alternating sputter etching rastered over a 4mmT 4mm area (with a 4 kV
argon-ion gun) and XPS analysis.

Morphologies were examined through SEM, using a LEO Iridium 1450
microscope. Structures of crystalline phases and in-plane and out-of-plane
alignments were studied through accurate XRD measurements. u-2u XRD
patterns were recorded using a u-u Bruker D5005 diffractometer using Cu Ka

radiation at 30mA and 40 kV, and a scan step of 0.05-. Pole figures were
recorded on a u-2u Bruker D5005 diffractometer equipped with an Eulerian
cradle.

The measurement of the temperature dependence of resistivity in zero
magnetic field was performed in the standard four-probe configuration, with
the usual compensation of thermoelectric bias by inversion of the direction of
current flow. Electrical contacts to the samples were provided by direct silver
paste soldering on the manganite film. The contact area never exceeded
1mm2.
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